
 

 

  
Abstract—Wireless communication is widely used today. It 

transmits information through open networks such that it always 
suffers by a variety of attacks. In 2006, Yoon et al. proposed a secure 
password authentication protocol for wireless networks to fix 
drawbacks of Ma et al.’s protocol. In this article, we will show that the 
Yoon et al.’s protocol is vulnerable to both off-line password guessing 
attack and replay attack. We will present a new improved protocol to 
fix the flaws. As shown, the improved protocol is secure while the 
computation cost is quite low. 
 

Keywords—Password authentication, Off-line guessing attack, 
Cryptography.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
ith the rapid development of communication 
technologies and computer networks, wireless networks 

are widely used today. Wireless communications transmit 
information through air instead of wires, and it provides people 
convenient and easy ways to communicate each other. 
However, because it transmits information through open 
channels, the security issue becomes more significant than that 
of traditional wired networks. For the wireless 
communications, any potential attackers can easily eavesdrop 
transmitted information and attack the systems. Unfortunately, 
it is very difficult to detect or exclude attackers in wireless 
communications.  

In order to effectively protect information from being 
attacked in wireless network, many security mechanisms have 
been developed. For example, the well-known Wired 
Equivalent Privacy (WEP) protocol was introduced in the 
ANSI/IEEE 802.11 standard [3].  However, it has been proved 
that security of the protocol cannot be guaranteed [7].  

Password Authentication Protocol (PAP) is widely used in 
the Point-to-Point Protocol to authenticate users. The RADIUS 
protocol, which supports the PAP Protocol, is widely used in 
network environments [1]. In 2004, Kim and Choi [2] showed 
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that the PAP-based RADIUS protocol, which is used in 802.11, 
cannot resist the man-in-the-middle attack [4, 6], and they 
presented an improved protocol to resist the attack.  In 2006, 
Ma et al. [5] found the flaws in both the original version and 
improved version of the PAP protocol, and they presented an 
enhanced PAP protocol (M-PAP) to improve the security. In 
2006, Yoon et al. have shown that the M-PAP protocol is still 
vulnerable to off-line password guessing attacks [8], and they 
presented an improved protocol to fix the flaw. 

Authentication schemes which use weak keys such as 
passwords are vulnerable to guessing attacks. As known, 
password guessing attacks include both on-line attacks and 
off-line attacks.  An on-line password guessing attack happens 
when an attacker attempts to guess the password in an on-line 
transaction, while an off-line password guessing attack 
happens when an attacker guesses the password and verifies his 
guess off-line. A replay attack is an attacker to impersonate a 
legal user by reusing the message obtained in previous 
authentication sessions. Efficient ways to resist replay attacks 
include using timestamp and nonce. 

In this article, we will first show that the Yoon et al.’s 
protocol is not as secure as they declared. As shown, their 
protocol cannot stand off-line guessing attack. Moreover, their 
protocol cannot resist the replay attack. We will present a new 
improved protocol to enhance the security. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will 
briefly review Yoon et al.’s protocol. The drawbacks of the 
Yoon et al.’s protocol are discussed in Section 3. Next, the new 
improved protocol and its security analysis are presented in 
Sections 4. Finally, we will make brief conclusions. 

II. REVIEW OF YOON ET AL.’S PROTOCOL  
Let S be an authentication server, A and B are names or 

identities of two users. Assume that A is the sender who wants 
to communicate with B. 

Throughout this article, all notations are defined as follows. 
KS : server’s public key. 
KAB : a symmetric key shared by A and B. 
P : password shared by A and B. 

KSm}{ : the message m is encrypted with server’s public key 
KS. 

)(⋅h : a secure hash function such as SHA-1. 
⊕ : a bit-wise exclusive OR operation. 
X  Y: m : X sends a message m to Y. 
Yoon et al.’s protocol includes the following four steps. 
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(Y-1) A  S: KSA PNA },,{  
The user A generates a nonce NA, and encrypts NA along 
with A and P by using server’s public key KS. Next, A 
sends a message KSA PNA },,{  to the server S. 

(Y-2) S  B: ),(,, ABSS KNhPNS ⊕  
On receiving KSA PNA },,{ , S decrypts it by using his 
private key and verifies whether A holds. If it holds, S 
generates a nonce NS and computes ),( ABS KNhP ⊕ . 
Then, S sends { ),(,, ABSS KNhPNS ⊕ } to B. 

(Y-3) B  S: KSABS KNhB )},(,{  
After B receives { ⊕PNS S ,, ),( ABS KNh } from S, B 
computes ),( ABS KNh  and obtains P by computing 

⊕⊕ ),( ABS KNhP ),( ABS KNh . Then, B verifies whether 
P holds. If it holds, B sends KSABS KNhB )},(,{  to S. 

(Y-4) When S receives KSABS KNhB )},(,{  from B, S decrypts 

KSABS KNhB )},(,{  by using his private key and verifies 
whether B and ),( ABS KNh  hold. If they hold, S believes 
the responding party is real B. Then S informs A with an 
acknowledgement. 

III. DRAWBACKS OF YOON ET AL.’S PROTOCOL 
The Yoon et al.’s protocol [8] was designed to fix M-PAP 

protocol which is vulnerable to off-line password guessing 
attacks. However, in this section, we will show that Yoon et 
al.’s protocol cannot withstand off-line password guessing 
attacks. As shown below, attackers can obtain exact password 
to impersonate legal mobile users since they can check the 
correctness of the guessed password. The off-line password 
guessing attack on Yoon et al.’s protocol is as follows. 
(D-1) Suppose that at previous sessions of communication, the 

attacker C intercepts { ,, SNS ),( ABS KNhP ⊕ } and 

KSABS KNhB )},(,{  in step (Y-2) and (Y-3), respectively. 
(D-2) C randomly chooses a candidate password P’ from 

password dictionary D. Then attacker C computes 
'),( PKNhP ABS ⊕⊕ . 

(D-3) C encrypts '),( PKNhP ABS ⊕⊕  along with B by using 
server’s public key KS, and checks whether 

KSABS PKNhPB }'),(,{ ⊕⊕  is equal to the received 

KSABS KNhB )},(,{  or not. 
(D-4) If KSABS PKNhPB }'),(,{ ⊕⊕  is equal to 

KSABS KNhB )},(,{ , it means that P’ is the real password 
P. 

(D-5) If it is incorrect, C performs step 2 to step 4 until 
KSABS PKNhPB }'),(,{ ⊕⊕  is equal to 

KSABS KNhB )},(,{ . 
Note that, for memory reasons, the bit-length of the 

password is usually quite short. Thus an attacker can easily 
obtain the exact password by repeating step (D-2) to step (D-4).  
By using the guessed password P’, an attacker C can 

successfully impersonate user A to communicate with user B.  
Therefore, the off-line password guessing attack is also 
effective to Yoon et al.’s protocol. To illustrate our point, the 
off-line password guessing attack algorithm is shown in Figure 
1. 

Moreover, the PAP protocol suffers from the replay attack 
since attackers can replay the message (Y-1) to the server, and 
the server and receiver B will respond as if it is really from A.  
Though attackers cannot communicate with the receiver 
successfully (since ABK  is unknown), attackers still can fool 
the server and users easily. 

IV. THE NEW IMPROVED PROTOCOL 

The off-line guessing attack on Yoon et al.’s protocol can 
work is due to the message on step (Y-2) and step (Y-3) which 
both contain information ),( ABS KNh . The attackers can verify 
their guessing with these messages. A password authentication 
protocol can stand guessing attack only if attackers cannot 
verify their guessing. We propose an improvement protocol to 
fix the flaws. The new improved protocol is described as 
follows. 

A. The New Improved Protocol 

(I-1) A  S: KSAAA PTNAT },,,{,  
The user A generates a nonce NA, and encrypts NA with AT , 
A and P by using server’s public key KS, where AT  is the 
timestamp. Next, A sends a message KSAAA PTNAT },,,{,  
to the server S. 

(I-2) S  B: ),(,, ABAA KThPTS ⊕  
On receiving KSAAA PTNAT },,,{, , sender S decrypts it by 
using his private key. The server S checks whether AT  is 
in a valid time period or not, and verifies whether A holds. 
If both of them holds, S generates a nonce NS and 
computes ),( ABS KNhP ⊕ . Then, S sends { ⊕PTS A ,,  

),( ABA KTh } to B. 
(I-3) B  S: KSABBB KThBT )},(,{,  

After B receives { ),(,, ABAA KThPTS ⊕ } from S, B 
computes ),( ABA KTh  and obtains P by computing 

⊕⊕ ),( ABA KThP ),( ABA KTh . Then, B verifies whether P 
holds. If it holds, B sends KSABBB KThBT )},(,{,  to S. 
Where BT  is the timestamp of B. 

(I-4) When S receives KSABBB KThBT )},(,{,  from B, S checks 

for I := 0 to |D| 
P’  D; 
if =⊕⊕ KSABS PKNhPB }'),(,{   

KSABS KNhB )},(,{   
then return P’. 

Fig. 1 the off-line password guessing attack 



 

 

whether BT  is valid. Then the server decrypts 

KSABB KThB )},(,{  by using his private key and verifies 
whether B and ),( ABB KTh  hold.  If they hold, S believes 
the responding party is real B.  Then S informs A with an 
acknowledgement.  

To illustrate our point, the new improved protocol is shown 
in Figure 2. Both the new improved protocol and Yoon et al.’s 
protocol require two-time asymmetric encryption/decryption 
operations. The computation cost of the new improved protocol 
is quite low. 

Not that if the computers or digital devices such as PDAs of 
users are lack of time clock to generate timestamp, the nonce 
can be used to replace timpstamp. In this case, the nonce should 
be renewed and checked on each session to avoid replay attack. 

B. Security Discussions  
The new improved protocol can resist password guessing 

attacks and replay attacks.  The main reasons are described as 
follows. 
(1) It can resist off-line password guessing attacks.  
 Because there is no common element for attackers to check 

the correctness of the guessing password, they cannot find 
the exact password with off-line password guessing attack.  
That is, if attackers intercept the messages from step (I-2) 
through step (I-4) and try to guess the exact password, they 
cannot find the real password because of no adequate 
information for verification. Therefore, the new improved 
protocol can resist off-line password guessing attacks. 

(2) It can resist replay attacks.  
 The new improved protocol adopts the timestamp 

mechanism, and if attackers resend the message intercepted 
on step (I-1), both the server and the receiver will reject the 
request. Similarly, if attackers masquerade as a legal 

receiver and replay the message recorded on step (I-3) of 
previous session, the server will reject the communication 
by checking the timestamp.  Thus the replay attack can be 
avoided in the new improved protocol. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
Password authentication protocol is a simple mechanism to 

authenticate users for networks. This article has shown that 
Yoon et al.’s secure password authentication protocol cannot 
resist off-line password guessing attacks and replay attacks.  In 
addition, we have presented a new improved protocol to fix the 
drawbacks. The new improved protocol is secure while the 
computation complexity is quite low. 
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Fig. 2 the improvement protocol
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